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Data Science in  
Production
Many organisations develop successful 
proof of concepts but then don’t manage 
to materialize the models beyond their 
laptops. Taking models into production 
requires a professional workflow, high 
quality standards, and scalable code and 
infrastructure. This magazine is dedicated 
to reaping benefit from data by taking  
data driven applications into production. 

At GoDataDriven, we firmly believe in 
open source. We use and love a variety of 
different libraries, tools, and programming 
languages that are open. Because we 
believe that the wave of open source 
software in the data landscape enables 
teams to work faster and be more 
productive. 

Open source is also about giving back and 
that is what we try to do as much as we can: 
from the various Meetups we organize to 
the PyData Amsterdam conference.  
There is something, that is  rarely 
emphasized: we contribute actively to 
the open source projects we love. In this 
second edition, we highlighted a few of our 
contributions to the open source world!

Hopefully, after reading this magazine, you 
are one step closer to becoming a Data 
Driven organization. Enjoy reading the 
articles and as always, we appreciate your 
feedback!
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Getting started
To get started and have a look at the 
project structure, clone the repository  
at github.

SBT setup
The first few lines in build.sbt are the 
most important lines to bootstrap your 
application. They contain the project  
name and the spark dependencies.

These lines define the name, version 
and organization of your project and 
are needed to upload a succesfull build 
to a binary store, more on that later. We 
use scalaVersion 2.11.11 since that is the 
version spark is compiled against and as of 
writing the latest available spark version 
is 2.2.0. The dependencies make sure that 
spark is available on the classpath for 
compilation, however the scope is  
Provided as we assume that wherever we 

How to setup and structure 
a spark application in scala
Why? More often than not I notice companies and employees struggling to find a good spark  
application structure. Code is filled with side-effects, such as mixing I/O with logic, making the 
spark logic impossible to unit test. They are not using a proper structure that separates concerns 
destroying all modularity, increasing technical debt. Even though those principles are hard in  
general, using a computation framework such as spark does not make it easier since each job  
usually does input -> transform -> output.

deploy our application a spark cluster is already running. Scopt is a very useful library to 
help reading arguments from commandline, we’ll pull in that package on the default scope 
Compile. Last but very important scalatest is pulled in to help write proper unit test and 
integration tests. Since this library is only needed for testing the scope is limited to test and 
it. The latter must be enabled before the it command is recognized and is done so by the 2 
lines:
Defaults.itSettings

lazy val root = project.in(file(".")).configs(IntegrationTest)

This enables the command

$ sbt it:test to run all integration tests under folder src/it/

The lines Test / testOptions += Tests.Argument("-oD")

IntegrationTest / testOptions += Tests.Argument(“-oD”)

are helpful utility lines that enabled time measurement for  
each test such that sbt can print those in the testreport.

Assembly
Since we’re deploying the application on some cluster all dependencies that are not 
available on the classpath of the cluster must be packed into the jar. For that the 
sbt-assembly plugin is used. The project/assembly.sbt file consists of a single line: 

addSbtPlugin("com.eed3si9n" % "sbt-assembly" % "0.14.4")

which enables the bash command.

$ sbt assembly

This command will run all your tests and packages all Compile scope libraries into the jar, 
creating a FAT jar. For more information, refer to the github page for sbt-assembly

Spark jobs
The main spark trait is src/main/scala/thw/vancann/SparkJob.scala. It essentially does 2 
things:
•  Read in and parse any optional and required command line arguments into a case class
•  Start a SparkSession, initialize a Storage object and call the run function.

The only thing actual jobs need to do is implement the functions appName and run.

https://github.com/godatadriven/scala-spark-application
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Side_effect_%28computer_science%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Separation_of_concerns
https://github.com/sbt/sbt-assembly
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Scopt
src/main/scala/thw/vancann/UsageConfig.
scala is the file containing the UsageConfig 
case class and the parser that parses 
the command line arguments. For more 
information about scopt, please refer to 
their github page.

Storage
The src/main/scala/thw/vancann/storage/
Storage.scala should define all I/O of your 
application. There should be no hidden 
reads and writes, everything should go 
through one place such that consolidation 
can be achieved. Note that for this 
structure we will always assume the use of 
Datasets typed as proper case classes, as 
one should.
Storage is defined as a trait, this makes 
it trivial to hook in a different storage 
implementation for separate use cases or 
when switching cloud providers, making 
the code slightly more modular.

Example Job
An actual example sparkjob is provided in 
src/main/scala/thw/vancann/WordCount.
scala. Note that this job seperates I/O from 
actual logic.

The run function reads in all sources 
needed for this job, this function should 
have NO LOGIC besides I/O. The magic 
happens in the transform function, inspired 
by spark Transformers. Taking one or 
multiple Datasets plus auxiliary arguments 
and should transform the data as needed. 
Returning the resulting Dataset. Anything 
equal and lower than the transform 
function SHOULD NOT do any I/O or have 
side effects in general. This makes it trivial 
to test all functions without having to 
rely on external data sources or stubbing 
databases. Yes, this requires discipline but 
it’ll pay off!

Each spark job should only write to one 
destination and generally do only one 
thing, i.e. transform and/or combine some 
data, pull from an API, create a model 
(using SparkML or H2o, apply a model or 
do some ingestion. It is fine - and usually 
necessarily - to read from multiple sources.

It is better to have more jobs doing smaller 
things than a big job doing lots of things! 

Smaller jobs are easier to test, easier to 
modify and certainly easier to debug.

Testing
For testing one usually needs to have a 
spark session available for each test. To 
reuse the same session, and to not start  
a new one for each test class, a SharedS-
parkSession in  
src/test/scala/thw/vancann/SharedSpark-
Session.scala is provided. By importing this 
singleton into each test the same session is 
reused throughout tests and suites.

An example for such a test is provided 
in src/test/scala/thw/vancann/
WordCountTest.scala using FlatSpec from 
scalatest as teststyle and test library 
respectively.

Any I/O tests generally go in the src/it 
folder to separate the unit tests from the 
integration tests. An integration test that 
reads a file is provided in src/it/scala/thw/
vancann/WordCountTest.scala. Note again 
the usefulness of the Storage trait as we 
can easily implement a LocalStorage to 
read from the resources folder, removing 
the need for mocking / stubbing.

Continuous Integration (CI) and 
Continuous Delivery (CD)
To make sure each push to a branch 
does not break any code or styleguides 
Continuous Ingegration (CI) is a good 
way to catch each culprit and adhere to 
agreements made by your team.

Provided is a way to do CI in gitlab, which 
allows you to run CI and CD for free as long 
as you configure your own runner which is 
quite easy and very well documented here.

The file .gitlab-ci.yml describes how to run 
three stages in a pristine docker container.

(1) Tests and codecoverage
Run both the unit tests and integration 
tests and measure the code coverage using 
scoverage which is added as plugin in 
project/plugins.sbt.

in build.sbt define some settings for 
scoverage. These particular settings set a 
coverage level of minimum 70 and let the 
build fail if coveragereport finds out that 
the coverage falls below this number.

(2) Scalastyle
Check for predefined style violations 
defined in scalastyle- 
config.xml. For more information have a 
look at scalastyle.  
The lines
scalastyleFailOnWarning := false
scalastyleFailOnError := true
in build.sbt define if and when scalastyle 
should fail the build.

(3) Generate scaladocs and publish the 
project
For this last step a few additional 
parameters need to be uncommented 
in build.sbt. Have a look at the sbt 
documentation to see what these lines do.

Note that starting each docker container 
for each stage is quite slow as all sbt 
dependencies need to be pulled in. A 
slightly more advanced and significantly 
faster solution is to prepack  
a docker image that contains any 
dependencies defined in  
build.sbt in the docker image .ivy2 
repository folder. 

Final notes
There you have it. A project to bootstrap 
your spark application! Feel free to tweak, 
add and remove as you please, but do take 
note of the best practices proposed:
•  Separate concerns
•  No side-effects
•  A spark job should generally have only 

one output, restricting the job to do only 
one thing.

•  Think modular!

coverageExcludedPackages := "<empty>;.*storage.*"

coverageMinimum := 70

coverageFailOnMinimum := true

https://github.com/scopt/scopt
https://spark.apache.org/docs/2.2.1/api/scala/index.html#org.apache.spark.ml.Transformer
https://spark.apache.org/docs/2.2.1/api/scala/index.html#org.apache.spark.ml.Transformer
https://www.h2o.ai/sparkling-water/
http://www.scalatest.org/user_guide/selecting_a_style
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/ci/runners/README.html
https://github.com/scoverage
http://www.scalastyle.org
https://www.scala-sbt.org/1.0/docs/Publishing.html
https://www.scala-sbt.org/1.0/docs/Publishing.html


Some approaches focus on interpretability and transparency by allowing deeper 
interrogation of complex, black box models. Other approaches, make trained models more 
robust and fair in their predictions by taking the route of constraining and changing the 
optimization objective. We will consider the latter approach and show how adversarial 
networks can bring fairness to our predictive models.

In this blog post, we will train a model for making income level predictions, analyse the 
fairness of its predictions and then show how adversarial training can be used to make it 
fair. The used approach is based on the 2017 NIPS paper "Learning to Pivot with Adversarial 
Networks" by Louppe et al.

Note that most of the code has been omitted, you can find the Jupyter notebook with all the 
code here.

Making income predictions
Let’s start by training a basic classifier that can predict whether or not a person’s income is 
larger than 50K dollar a year. Too make these income level predictions we turn to the adult 
UCI dataset, which is also referred to as “Census Income” dataset. It is not hard to imagine 
that financial institutions train models on similar data sets and use them to decide whether 
or not someone is eligible for a loan, or to set the height of an insurance premium.

Before training a model, we first parse the data into three datasets: features, targets and 
sensitive attributes. The set of features X contains the input attributes that the model uses 
for making the predictions, with attributes like age, education level and occupation.  
The targets y contain the binary class labels that the model needs to predict. These labels 
are y z {income > 50K, income ≤ 50K}. Finally, the set of sensitive attributes } contains the 
attributes for which we want the prediction to fair. These are Zrace  U {black, white} and  
Zsex  {male, female}.

It is important to note that datasets are non-overlapping, so the sensitive attributes race 
and sex are not part of the features used for training the model.

# load ICU data set

X, y, Z = load_ICU_data('data/adult.data')

› features X: 30940 samples, 94 attributes

› targets y: 30940 samples

› sensitives Z: 30940 samples, 2 attributes
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Getting started
Luckily, last year’s NIPS conference 
showed that the field is actively 
investigating how to bring fairness to 
predictive models. The number of papers 
published on the topic is rapidly increasing, 
a signal that fairness is finally being taken 
seriously. This point is also nicely made in 
the cartoon below, which was taken from 
the excellent CS 294: Fairness in Machine 
Learning course taught at UC Berkley.

Towards fairness in ML with 
adversarial networks
From credit ratings to housing allocation, machine learning models are increasingly used to  
automate ‘everyday’ decision making processes. With the growing impact on society, more and 
more concerns are being voiced about the loss of transparency, accountability and fairness of  
the algorithms making the decisions. We as data scientists need to step-up our game and look  
for ways to mitigate emergent discrimination in our models. We need to make sure that our  
predictions do not disproportionately hurt people with certain sensitive characteristics  
(e.g., gender, ethnicity).

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/6699-learning-to-pivot-with-adversarial-networks
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/6699-learning-to-pivot-with-adversarial-networks
https://github.com/equialgo/fairness-in-ml/blob/master/fairness-in-ml.ipynb
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Adult
https://blog.godatadriven.com/gdd-nips-2017
https://fairmlclass.github.io
https://fairmlclass.github.io


Our dataset contains the information of just over 30K people. Next, we split the data into 
train and test sets, where the split is 50/50, and scale the features X using standard scaling.

# split into train/test set

X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test, Z_train, Z_test = train_test_split 

(X, y, Z, test_size=0.5, stratify=y, random_state=7)

# standardize the data

scaler = StandardScaler().fit(X_train)

scale_df = lambda df, scaler: pd.DataFrame(scaler.transform(df), 

columns=df.columns, index=df.index)

X_train = X_train.pipe(scale_df, scaler) 

X_test = X_test.pipe(scale_df, scaler) 

Now, let’s train our basic income level predictor. We use Keras to fit a simple three-layer 
network with ReLU activations and dropout on the training data. The output of the network 
is a single node with sigmoid activation, so it predicts “the probability that this person’s 
income is larger than 50K”.

def nn_classifier(n_features):

    inputs = Input(shape=(n_features,))

    dense1 = Dense(32, activation='relu')(inputs)

    dropout1 = Dropout(0.2)(dense1)

    dense2 = Dense(32, activation='relu')(dropout1)

    dropout2 = Dropout(0.2)(dense2)

    dense3 = Dense(32, activation="relu")(dropout2)

    dropout3 = Dropout(0.2)(dense3)

    outputs = Dense(1, activation='sigmoid')(dropout3)

    model = Model(inputs=[inputs], outputs=[outputs])

    model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy', optimizer='adam')

    return model

# initialise NeuralNet Classifier

clf = nn_classifier(n_features=X_train.shape[1])

# train on train set

history = clf.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs=20, verbose=0)

Finally, we use this classifier to make income level predictions on the test data.  
We determine the model performance by computing the Area Under the Curve and  
the accuracy score using test set predictions.

# predict on test set

y_pred = pd.Series(clf.predict(X_test).ravel(),  

index=y_test.index)

print(f"ROC AUC: {roc_auc_score(y_test, y_pred):.2f}")

print(f"Accuracy: {100*accuracy_score(y_test,  

(y_pred>0.5)):.1f}%")

› ROC AUC: 0.91

› Accuracy: 85.1%

With a ROC AUC larger than 0.9 and a prediction accuracy of 85% we can say that our basic 
classifier performs pretty well! However, if it is also fair in its predictions, that remains to be 
seen.
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Qualitative model fairness
We start the investigation into the 
fairness of our classifier by analysing 
the predictions it made on the test set. 
The plots in the figure below show the 
distributions of the predicted P(income > 
50K) given the sensitive attributes.

fig = plot_distributions(y_pred, 

Z_test, fname='images/biased_

training.png')

The figure shows for both race (=left plot) 
and sex (=right plot) the blue prediction 
distributions have a large peak at the low 
end of the probability range. This means 
that when a person is black and/or female  
there is a much higher probability of the 
classifier predicting an income below 50K 
compared to when someone is white and/
or male.

So, the results of the qualitative analysis 
are quite clear: the predictions are 
definitely not fair when considered in the 
context of race and sex. When it comes 
to assigning the high-income levels, our 
model favours the usual suspects: white 
males.
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Quantitative model fairness
In order to get a ‘quantitative’ measure  
of how fair our classifier is, we take inspiration from the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC). They use the so-called 80% rule to quantify the disparate impact on 
a group of people of a protected characteristic. Zafar et al. show in their paper “Fairness 
Constraints: Mechanisms for Fair Classification” how a more generic version of this rule, 
called the p%-rule, can be used to quantify fairness of a classifier. This rule is defined as 
follows:

A classifier that makes a binary class prediction ŷ U{0,1}  given a binary sensitive attribute z 
U{0,1} satisfies the p%-rule if the following inequality holds:

 P( ŷ = 1|z = 1)    P( ŷ = 1|z = 0)         p
   P( ŷ = 1|z = 0) 

,
   P( ŷ = 1|z = 1)   

≥
  100

The rule states that the ratio between the probability of a positive outcome given the 
sensitive attribute being true and the same probability given the sensitive attribute being 
false is no less than p:100. So, when a classifier is completely fair it will satisfy a 100%-rule. 
In contrast, when it is completely unfair it satisfies a %0-rule.

In determining the fairness our or classifier we will follow the EEOC and say that a model is 
fair when it satisfies at least an 80%-rule. So, let’s compute the p%-rules for the classifier 
and put a number on its fairness. Note that we will threshold our classifier at 0.5 to make its 
prediction it binary.

print("The classifier satisfies the following %p-rules:")

print(f"\tgiven attribute race; {p_rule(y_pred, Z_test['race']):.0f}%-rule")

print(f"\tgiven attribute sex; {p_rule(y_pred, Z_test['sex']):.0f}%-rule")

› The classifier satisfies the following %p-rules:

›    given attribute race; 45%-rule

›    given attribute sex;  32%-rule

We find that for both sensitive attributes the classifier satisfies a p%-rule that is significantly 
lower than 80%. This supports our earlier conclusion that the trained classifier is unfair in 
making its predictions.

Fighting the bias
It is important to stress that training a fair model is not straightforward. One might be 
tempted to think that simply removing sensitive information from the training data is 
enough. Our classifier did not have access to the race and sex attributes and still we ended 
up with a model that is biased against women and black people. This begs the question: 
what caused our classifier to behave this way?

The observed behaviour is most likely caused by biases in the training data. To understand 
how this works, consider the following two examples of image classification errors:

The classifier that made these errors was 
trained on data in which some ethnic and 
racial minorities are overrepresented by 
small number of classes. For example, 
black people are often shown playing 
basketball and Asian people playing 
ping-pong. The model picks up on these  
biases and uses them for making 
predictions. However, once unleashed into 
the wild it will encounter images in which 
these minorities are doing things other 
than playing basketball or ping-pong.  
Still relying on its learned biases, the  
model can misclassify these images in quite 
painful ways.

Now, the UCI dataset, used for training 
our classifier, has similar kinds of biases in 
the data. The dataset is based on census 
data from 1994, a time in which income 
inequality was just as much of an issue as  
it is nowadays. Not surprisingly, most of  
the high earners in the data are white 
males, while women and black people are 
more often part of the low-income group.  
Our predictive model can indirectly 
learn these biases, for example, through 
characteristics like education level 
and zip-code of residence. As a result, 
we end-up with the unfair predictions 
observed in previous section, even 
after having removed the race and sex 
attributes.

How can we go about fixing this issue? 
In general, there are two approaches we 
can take. We can somehow try to de-bias 
the dataset, for example by adding 
additional data that comes from a more 
representative sample. Alternatively, we 
can constrain the model so that it is forced 
into making fairer predictions. In the next 
section, we will show how adversarial 
networks can help in taking the second 
approach.

Adversarial networks FTW
In 2014, Goodfellow et al. published their 
seminal paper on Generative Adversarial 
Networks (GANs). They introduce GANs 
as a system of two neural networks, a 
generative model and an adversarial 
classifier, which are competing with 
each other in a zero-sum game. In the 
game, the generative model focusses on 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disparate_impact#The_80%_rule
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1507.05259.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1507.05259.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2661
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producing samples that are indistinguishable from real data, while 
the adversarial classifier tries to identify if samples came from the 
generative model or from the real data. 

Both networks are trained simultaneously such that the first 
improves at producing realistic samples, while the second becomes 
better at spotting the fakes from the real. The figure below shows 
some examples of images that were generated by a GAN:

Our procedure for training a fair income classifier takes inspiration 
from GANs: it leverages adversarial networks to enforce the 
so-called pivotal property on the predictive model. This statistical 
property assures that the outcome distribution of the model  
no longer depends on so-called nuisance parameters.  
These parameters are not of immediate interest, but must be 
accounted for in a statistical analysis. By taking the sensitive 
attributes as our nuisance parameters we can enforce predictions 
that are independent of, in our case, race and sex. This is exactly 
what we need for making fair predictions!

Adversarial training procedure
The starting point for adversarial training our classifier is the 
extension of the original network architecture with an adversarial 
component. The figure below shows what this extended 
architecture looks like:

At first glance, this system of two neural networks looks very 
similar to the one used for training GANs. However, there are some 
key differences. First, the generative model has been replaced 
by a predictive model. So, instead of generating synthetic data it 
now generates actual predictions ŷ based on the input X. Second, 
the task of the adversarial is no longer to distinguish real from 
generated data. Instead, it predicts the sensitive attribute values  
Ẑ U Ẑ from the predicted ŷ of the classifier. Finally, the objectives 
that both nets try to optimize are based on the prediction losses of 
the target and sensitive attributes, these are denoted by Lossy(Ѳclf ) 
and LossZ(Ѳclf, Ѳadv) in the figure.

Let’s consider the nature of the zero-sum game the classifier and 
adversarial are engaged in. For the classifier the objective  
of twofold: make the best possible income level predictions whilst 
ensuring that race or sex cannot be derived from them.  

SIX-DAY FESTIVAL 
OF  DATA TECHNOLOGY

TAKING PLACE FROM  

15-20 OCTOBER 2018.  
FEATURING THE LATEST  

TECHNOLOGY FROM  
AMAZON WEBSERVICES,  
DATABRICKS, DATAIKU,  

GOOGLE CLOUD PLATFORM,  
AND MICROSOFT AZURE.

WWW.GODATAFEST.COM

POWERED BY GODATADRIVEN

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pivotal_quantity
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This is captured by the following objective 
function:

min [Lossy(Ѳclf) − λLossZ(Ѳclf, Ѳadv)]
        Ѳclf

So, it learns to minimize its own prediction 
losses while maximizing that of the 
adversarial (due to λ being positive and 
minimizing a negated loss is the same 
as maximizing it). Note that increasing 
the size of λ steers the classifier towards 
fairer predictions while sacrificing 
prediction accuracy. The objective during 
the game is simpler For the adversarial: 
predict race and sex based on the income 
level predictions of the classifier. This 
is captured in the following objective 
function:

min Ѳadv [LossZ(Ѳclf, Ѳadv)]

The adversarial does not care about the 
prediction accuracy of the classifier. It is 
only concerned with minimizing its own 
prediction losses.

Now that our classifier is upgraded with 
an adversarial component, we turn to the 
adversarial training procedure. In short, 
we can summarize this procedure in the 
following 3 steps:
1.  Pre-train the classifier on the full data 

set.
2.  Pre-train the adversarial on the 

predictions of the pre-trained classifier.
3.  During T iterations simultaneously train 

the adversarial and classifier networks:
 •  first train the adversarial for a single 

epoch while keeping the classifier fixed
 •  then train the classifier on a single 

sampled mini batch while keeping the 
adversarial fixed.

The actual adversarial training starts only 
after the first two pre-training steps. It is 
then that the training procedure mimics the 
zero-sum game during which our classifier 
will (hopefully) learn how make predictions 
that are both accurate and fair.

Fair income predictions
Finally, we are ready to adverserial train a 
fair classifier. We kick-off by initializing our 
newly upgraded classifier and pre-train 
both the classifier and adverserial 
networks:

# initialise FairClassifier

clf = FairClassifier(n_features=X_train.shape[1], n_sensitive=Z_train.

shape[1], lambdas=[130., 30.])

# pre-train both adverserial and classifier networks

clf.pretrain(X_train, y_train,  

Z_train, verbose=0, epochs=5)

The supplied λ values, that tune fairness versus accuracy, are set to λrace=130 and λsex=30 . 
We heuristically found that these settings result in a balanced increase of the p%-rule values 
during training. Apparently, it is slightly harder to enforce fairness for the racial attributes 
than for sex.

Now that both networks have been pre-trained, the adversarial training can start. We will 
simultaneously train both networks for 165 iterations while tracking the performance of the 
classifier on the test data:

# adverserial train on train set and validate on test set

clf.fit(X_train, y_train, Z_train, 

         validation_data=(X_test, y_test, Z_test),

        T_iter=165, save_figs=True)

The plots above show how the prediction distributions, the satisfied p%-rules and the 
prediction performance of our classifier evolve during adversarial training. At iteration #1, 
when training is just starting out, the predictions are very much the same as observed for 
the previously trained classifier: both high in bias and in prediction performance. As the 
training progresses, we see that the predictions are gradually become more and more fair 
while prediction performance is slightly declining. Finally, after 165 iterations of training, we 
see that the classifier satisfies the 80%-rule for both sensitive attributes while achieving a 
ROC AUC 0.85 and an accuracy of 82%.

So, it seems that the training procedure works quite well. After sacrificing only 7% of 
prediction performance, we end up with a classifier that makes fair predictions when it 
comes to race and sex. A pretty decent result! 

Conclusion
In this blog post we have shown that bringing fairness to predictive models is not as straight 
forward as ‘just’ removing some sensitive attributes from the training data. It requires clever 
techniques, like adverserial training, to correct for the often deeply biased training data and 
force our models into making fair predictions. And yes, making fair predictions comes at a 
cost: it will reduce the performance of your model (hopefully, only by a little as was the case 
in our example). However, in many cases this will be a relatively small price to pay for leaving 
behind the biased world of yesterday and predicting our way into a fairer tomorrow!
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Getting started
Lets start with a short recap of how 
adversarial networks can help to battle 
unfairness. Instead of having only a single 
classifier that makes predictions ŷ with 
data X, we introduce an adversary that tries 
to predict if the classifier is unfair for the 
sensitive attributes Z. The classifier has to 
compete with the adversary in a zero-sum 
game: the classifier has to make good 
predictions but is being penalized if the 
adversary detects unfair decisions.  
The end-result of this game is, hopefully, a 
fair classifier that is also good at predicting.

Instead of using keras and TensorFlow like 
the previous blog, we show how to use 
PyTorch to train the fair classifier. I find 
PyTorch a bit nicer to try out new ideas,  

Fairness in Machine Learning 
with PyTorch
Fairness is becoming a hot topic amongst machine learning researchers and practitioners.  
The field is aware that their models have a large impact on society and that their predictions  
are not always beneficial. In a previous blog, Stijn showed how adversarial networks can  
be used to make fairer predictions. This blog post focuses on the implementation part of things,  
so that you as a practitioner are able to build your own fair classifiers.

and switching frameworks keeps the mind sharp and the FOMO away! Don’t forget to read 
the previous blog so that you know why we’re implementing these things.
In the next section, we start by loading the datasets with some PyTorch utilities. After that, 
we will separately define and pretrain the classifier and adversary. These components are 
then combined and trained together to give a fair classifier.

Data
Our goal is to predict income levels based on personal attributes, such as age, education 
and marital status. The problem is that our standard classifier is unfair to black people 
and women. All other attributes being equal, women will, for instance, have lower income 
predictions than men - even though gender is not part of the personal attributes. Biases like 
this can be specific to a dataset or even reflect the real world, but we don’t want them to 
lead to unfair predictions.
We will start with our dataset from the previous blog. We have the following pandas 
DataFrames:
•  X_train, X_test: attributes used for prediction - like age and native country
•  y_train, y_test: target we want to predict - if someone makes more than 50K
•  Z_train, Z_test: sensitive attributes - race and color

PyTorch has some tools to make data loading and sampling easier. Here, we will use the 
Dataset and DataLoader. A Dataset represents your dataset and returns samples from it.  
The DataLoader takes a Dataset and helps you with shuffling and batching your samples.

A Dataset generally takes and returns PyTorch tensors, not rows from a pandas DataFrame. 
Let’s add some logic to the TensorDataset that converts DataFrames into tensors.  
Subclass the TensorDataset so we can initialize a Dataset with our pandas DataFrames:
import torch

from torch.utils.data import TensorDataset

from torch.utils.data import DataLoader

class PandasDataSet(TensorDataset):

    def __init__(self, *dataframes):

        tensors = (self._df_to_tensor(df) for df in dataframes)

        super(PandasDataSet, self).__init__(*tensors)

    def _df_to_tensor(self, df):

        if isinstance(df, pd.Series):

            df = df.to_frame()

        return torch.from_numpy(df.values).float()

https://blog.godatadriven.com/fairness-in-ml
https://godatadriven.com/players/stijn-tonk
https://blog.godatadriven.com/fairness-in-ml
https://pytorch.org/tutorials/beginner/data_loading_tutorial.html#
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train_data = PandasDataSet(X_train, y_train, Z_train)

test_data = PandasDataSet(X_test, y_test, Z_test)

Create a DataLoader that returns shuffled batches of our training set:
train_loader = DataLoader(train_data, batch_size=32, shuffle=True,  

drop_last=True)

print('# training samples:', len(train_data))

print('# batches:', len(train_loader))

› # training samples: 15470

› # batches: 483

That is all the processing we need! All the data needed for training and predicting are 
respectively in train_loader and test_data. We get batches of data when iterating over  
the train_loader, test_data will be used to test our predictions.

Income predictions
With our datasets in place, we define and pretrain the classifier to make income predictions. 
This classifier will be good in predicting income level but is likely to be unfair - it is only 
penalized on performance and not on fairness.

The PyTorch’s nn module makes implementing a neural network easy. We get a fully working 
network class by inheriting from nn.Module and implementing the .forward() method.  
Our network consists of three sequential hidden layers with ReLu activation and dropout. 
The sigmoid layer turns these activations into a probability for the income class.

import torch.nn as nn

import torch.nn.functional as F

import torch.optim as optim

class Classifier(nn.Module):

    def __init__(self, n_features, n_hidden=32, p_dropout=0.2):

        super(Classifier, self).__init__()

        self.network = nn.Sequential(

            nn.Linear(n_features, n_hidden),

            nn.ReLU(),

            nn.Dropout(p_dropout),

            nn.Linear(n_hidden, n_hidden),

            nn.ReLU(),

            nn.Dropout(p_dropout),

            nn.Linear(n_hidden, n_hidden),

            nn.ReLU(),

            nn.Dropout(p_dropout),

            nn.Linear(n_hidden, 1),

        )

    def forward(self, x):

        return F.sigmoid(self.network(x))

Initialize the classifier, choose binary cross entropy as the loss function and let Adam 
optimize the weights of the classifier:
clf = Classifier(n_features=n_features)

clf_criterion = nn.BCELoss()

clf_optimizer = optim.Adam(clf.parameters())

Time to pretrain the classifier! For each 
epoch, we’ll iterate over the batches 
returned by our DataLoader.

N_CLF_EPOCHS = 2

for epoch in range(N_CLF_EPOCHS):

   for x, y, _ in data_loader:

       clf.zero_grad()

       p_y = clf(x)

       loss = clf_criterion(p_y, y)

       loss.backward()

       clf_optimizer.step()

The code above does the following for each 
batch:
•  Set the gradients relevant to our 

classifier to zero.
•  Let the classifier clf predict for a batch x 

to give p_y.
•  Compute the loss given the predictions 

and the real answer.
•  Backpropagate the loss with a 

.backward() to give the gradients to 
decrease the errors.

•  Let the classifier optimizer perform an 
optimization step with these gradients.

The result should be a fairly performant 
though still unfair classifier. We will 
check the performance after defining the 
adversary.

Detecting unfairness
With the classifier pretrained, we now 
define and pretrain the adversary.  
Similar to the classifier, our adversary 
consists of three layers. However, the input 
comes from a single class (the predicted 
income class) and the output consists of 
two sensitive classes (sex and race).
For our final solution, there will be a 
trade-off between classifier performance 
and fairness for our sensitive attributes. 
We will tweak the adversarial loss to 
incorporate that trade-off: the lambda 
parameter weighs the adversarial loss of 
each class. This parameter is later also used 
to scale the adversary performance versus 
the classifier performance.
By telling nn.BCELoss not to reduce we 
get the losses for each individual sample 
and class instead of a single number. 
Multiplying this with our lambdas and 
taking the average, gives us the weighted 
adversarial loss, our proxy for unfairness.
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class Adversary(nn.Module):

    def __init__(self, n_sensitive, n_hidden=32):

        super(Adversary, self).__init__()

        self.network = nn.Sequential(

            nn.Linear(1, n_hidden),

            nn.ReLU(),

            nn.Linear(n_hidden, n_hidden),

            nn.ReLU(),

            nn.Linear(n_hidden, n_hidden),

            nn.ReLU(),

            nn.Linear(n_hidden, n_sensitive),

        )

    def forward(self, x):

        return F.sigmoid(self.network(x))

lambdas = torch.Tensor([200, 30])

adv = Adversary(Z_train.shape[1])

adv_criterion = nn.BCELoss(reduce=False)

adv_optimizer = optim.Adam(adv.parameters())

N_ADV_EPOCHS = 5

for epoch in range(N_ADV_EPOCHS):

    for x, _, z in data_loader:

        adv.zero_grad()

        p_y = clf(x).detach()

        p_z = adv(p_y)

        loss = (adv_criterion(p_z, z) * lambdas).mean()

        loss.backward()

        adv_optimizer.step()

Training the adversary is pretty similar to how we trained the 
classifier. Note that we .detach() the predictions of the classifier 
from the graph. This signals to PyTorch that we don’t use the 
gradients of the classifier operations to optimize the adversary, 
allowing PyTorch to free up some memory.

Are our results similar to those of our earlier blog using keras and 
TensorFlow? Pretty much! The ROC AUC, accuracy and probability 
distributions look very similar.

Unfortunately, switching frameworks did not magically make the 
classifier fairer. We can see this from the probability p%-rule and 
distributions, but also from the ROC AUC score of the adversary.  
A score higher than 0.5 indicates that the adversary is able to detect 
unfairness.

Training for fairness
Now that we have an unfair classifier and an adversary that is able 
to pick up on unfairness, we can engage them in the zero-sum game 
to make the classifier fair. Remember that the fair classifier will be 
punished according to:

min [Lossy(Ѳclf) − λLossZ(Ѳclf, Ѳadv)]
                             Ѳclf

The first term represents how good the classifier is in predicting 
income, the second how good the adversary can reconstruct 
unfairness. The parameter λ represents the trade-off between 
these terms: it weighs the punishment by the adversary versus the 
prediction performance.
The adversary learns on the full data set and the classifier is given 
only the single batch, giving the adversary a slight edge in learning. 
The loss function for the classifier is changed to its original loss plus 
the weighted negative adversarial loss.

N_EPOCH_COMBINED = 165

for epoch in range(1, N_EPOCH_COMBINED):

    # Train adversary

    for x, y, z in data_loader:

        adv.zero_grad()

        p_y = clf(x)

        p_z = adv(p_y)

        loss_adv = (adv_criterion(p_z, z) * lambdas).mean()

        loss_adv.backward()

        adv_optimizer.step()

    # Train classifier on single batch

    for x, y, z in data_loader:

        pass  # Ugly way to get a single batch

    clf.zero_grad()

    p_y = clf(x)

    p_z = adv(p_y)

    loss_adv = (adv_criterion(p_z, z) * lambdas).mean()

     clf_loss = clf_criterion(p_y, y) -  

(adv_criterion(adv(p_y), z) * lambdas).mean()

    clf_loss.backward()

    clf_optimizer.step()

Our results are pretty similar to our previous blog. The classifier 
starts off unfair, but trades some of its performance for fairness.  
At the end of training, the ROC AUC of the adversary is 0.50, 
indicating that it’s unable to detect race or gender from the made 
predictions. That’s also shown by the p-rules: they’re both above 
80%. We’ve successfully used an adversarial neural network to 
make our classifier fair! 

Conclusion
This blog took you through the steps of implementing a fair 
classifier in PyTorch. You can find this and the original keras 
implementation in our GitHub repo. Please consider opening a  
Pull Request if you’ve succesfully applied this model to your 
dataset!

https://github.com/equialgo/fairness-in-ml
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It did its job, but as the requirements and 
the codebase evolved we began to run into 
some limitations:
•  The custom function we used to create 

a Prepared Statement used pattern 
matching on the function arguments  
to determine the correct mapping from 
the Scala type to the SQL data type.  
This works fine for the primitive types, 
but not so much for more complex 
container types like Option[T]. Upon 
pattern matching these container 
types you will come across Scala's type 
erasure. In the specific case where you 
match a Option[T] you can therefore 
determine whether or not you have an 
actual value or a None, but have no way 
to determine the type of T and hence no 
way to determine to which SQL data type 
to map to.

•  There was no way to determine whether 
the mapping from SQL data type to the 
Scala type was correct. E.g. a VARCHAR 
NULL column could be mapped without 
problems to a String in Scala up to the 

Typechecking SQL queries 
with doobie
For one of our clients I recently worked on a Scala-based API that relied on a PostgreSQL  
integration for the majority of its data. It used the standard Java PostgreSQL JDBC connector  
to query the data in combination with a handful of custom functions to abstract away the  
boilerplate as much as possible.

moment where you would want to use that value anywhere in your Scala code.  
If PostgreSQL would return a NULL here, an ugly NullPointerException is awaiting you  
at runtime.

•  All calls to PostgreSQL were done in a blocking fashion, however it would be good practice 
to asynchronously query the database (or at least use a separate threadpool for blocking 
I/O), so that the API can continue serving incoming requests.

Experimenting with doobie
To overcome these issues I wanted to try out a library that I recently came across called 
doobie. doobie is a Typelevel.scala project that provides a principled approach towards 
using JDBC. Why doobie?
•  Our client's codebase already used (quite complex) SQL statements and I felt they 

expressed their intentions well, probably better than to try and awkwardly mold them  
in a DSL as provided by e.g. Slick. doobie embraces the SQL language so it seemed a  
good fit in combination with what we already had available.

•   It has built-in support for unit testing and typechecking your SQL queries. You get 
extensive feedback about which improvements should be made.

•  It is easy to directly map your SQL results to Scala case classes. It improves readability  
and limits the amount of boilerplate.

•   It is easy to let Doobie work together with Monix, another one of my favorite Typelevel.
scala libraries, for controlled asynchronous code execution.

Getting started
In this example I'm using a dataset that doobie also uses for it's examples, a set of tables 
(countriers, cities amongst others) that together describe 'the world'. Let's look at some 
sample data from the countries table:
code name continent region surfacearea indepyear ...
AFG Afghanistan Asia Southern and 

Central Asian
652090.0 1919

NLD Netherlands Europe Western Europe 41526.0 1581
ANT Netherlands Antilles North America Caribbean 800.0

Based on a subset of properties that we have available in the table, let's define a Country  
as follows:

case class Country(

  code: String,

  name: String,

  surfaceArea: Float,

  independenceYear: Int

)

https://typelevel.org
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Using the API that doobie provides, we can construct a query 
instruction:
val query = sql"""SELECT code, name, surfacearea, indepyear

                  FROM countries

                  LIMIT 10""".query[Country]

query does not contain any answers from the database, it's a 
description of a program that needs to be run to obtain these 
answers. For this we can use a Transactor. A Transactor knows 
how to connect to the database and knows how to turn the query 
program into an asynchronous effect, a feature we were looking for!

At my client we used HikariCP to maintain the connection pool to 
PostgreSQL, doobie allows you to keep using Hikari by providing a 
HikariTransactor:
val transactor: Task[HikariTransactor[Task]] =

    HikariTransactor.newHikariTransactor[Task](

      driverClassName = "org.postgresql.Driver",

      url = "jdbc:postgresql://localhost/world",

      user = "demo",

      pass = ""

    ).memoize

So what's happening here? Here we create a HikariTransactor by 
providing it the connection details to the PostgreSQL database 
and tell it that incoming doobie programs should be transformed 
to a (Monix) Task, i.e. an asynchronous operation that (when run) 
executes the database query. A Monix Task is like a Scala Future but 
is lazily evaluated and has plenty more ways to be executed (e.g. 
in a scheduled manner). See the thorough documentation to read 
more about Monix.

Since the construction of the HikariTransactor requires state and 
is therefore an effect, we actually get back a Task that provides us 
the HikariTransactor. Since by default Tasks are (re-)evaluated with 
every run, we explicitly tell it to memoize the result on the first run, 
so that we create exactly one Hikari connection pool, no matter 
how often we run the Task.

Now that we have a Transactor we can execute our query as follows:
def select[T](query: ConnectionIO[T]): Task[T] =

  for {

    xa ‹- transactor

    result ‹- query.transact(xa)

  } yield result

val asyncResult: Task[List[Country]] = select(query.list)

Instead of query.list, which will give us a List[Country], we could 
also have chosen to call query.option for an Option[Country] or 
query.unique for a Country (or an exception in case the query did 
not exactly return one row).

https://github.com/brettwooldridge/HikariCP
https://monix.io/docs/2x/
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Query Typechecking
In the query we defined above we map some fields from a SQL query to a case class, but how do we know that this actually works as 
expected? doobie doesn't provide compile time typechecking unfortunately, but it makes typechecking your queries during unit testing  
really easy:
class QueriesSpec extends WordSpec with Matchers with IOChecker {

  ...

  "check query" in {

    check(query)

  }

}

When something is wrong with your query, doobie provides extensive feedback on what is going wrong. E.g. the query doesn't compile:
[info] Done compiling.

[info] QueriesSpec:

[info] – check selectSimpleCountryByName *** FAILED ***

[info]     Query0[SimpleCountry] defined at Queries.sacale:10

[info]          SELECT coded, name, surfacearea, indepyear

[info]          FROM country

[info]          LIMIT 10

[info]          x SQL Compiles and TypeChecks

[info]             ERROR: column "coded" does not exist

[info]               Hint: Perhaps you meant te reference the column "country.code" or the column "country.code2"

[info]               Position: 13 (Checker.scala:65)

[info] – check selectCountryByName

[info] – check selectCitiesByCountry

or, the typs don't add up:
[info] – check selectSimpleCountryByName *** FAILED ***

[info]     Query0[SimpleCountry] defined at Queries.sacale:10

[info]        SELECT coded, name, surfacearea, indepyear

[info]        FROM country

[info]        LIMIT 10

[info]        � SQL Compiles and TypeChecks

[info]        � C01 code         CHAR      (bpchar)   NOT NULL  String

[info]        � C02 name         VARCHAR   (varchar)  NOT NULL  String

[info]        � C03 surfacearea  REAL      (float4)    NOT NULL  Float

[info]        x C04 indepyear    SMALLINT  (int2)     NULL      Int

[info]            SMALLINT (int2) is ostensibly coercible to Int according to the JDBC specification but is not a  

[info]            recommended target type. Fix this by changing the schema type to INTEGER; or the Scala type to  

[info]            short. Reading a NULL value into Int will result in a runtime failure. Fix this by making the  

[info]            schema type NOT NULL or by changing the Scala type to Option[Int] (Checker.scala:65)

or you are selecting more fields than you are using:
[info] QueriesSpec:

[info] – check selectSimpleCountryByName *** FAILED ***

[info]    Query0[SimpleCountry] defined at Queries.sacale:10

[info]        SELECT coded, name, surfacearea, indepyear

[info]        FROM country

[info]        LIMIT 10

[info]        � SQL Compiles and TypeChecks

[info]        � C01 code         CHAR      (bpchar)   NOT NULL  String

[info]        � C02 name         VARCHAR   (varchar)  NOT NULL  String

[info]        � C03 surfacearea  REAL      (float4)    NOT NULL  Float

[info]        � C04 indepyear    SMALLINT  (int2)     NULL      Option[Short]

[info]         x C05 continent    VARCHAR   (varchar)  NOT NULL 

[info]            Column is unused. Remove it from the SELECT statement. (Checker.scala:65) 

The ease of unit testing your queries definitely makes this a great feature of doobie.
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Parameterized Queries
It is pretty easy to add parameters to your queries. Say for example 
that we want to extend our initial query as defined above by 
providing a configurable limit and also only want to query countries 
that became independent after some specified year:

def selectCountries(independentAfter: Short, limit: Long) = 

sql"""

  SELECT code, name, surfacearea, indepyear

  FROM countries

  WHERE indepyear > $independentAfter

  LIMIT $limit

""".query[Country]

This actually gets transformed into a PreparedStatement where the 
input parameters are sent separately from the query itself. At the 
same time this greatly improves readability of your query.

There is one catch here. Every now and then you want to 
dynamically construct you queries. In this case your parameters 
should be part of the query and not part of the input data.  
To overcome this problem doobie provides a more finegrained way 
to construct your query, using Fragments. Say e.g. (as an artifical 
example) that you have two tables with country data. Depending on 
some context you either want to read from one or the other:
def selectCountriesFrom(table: String, limit: Long) = 

(const("""

  SELECT code, name, surfacearea, indepyear

  FROM $table""") ++ fr"""

  LIMIT $limit

""").query[Country]

The approach doobie chooses is clear, but personally this const() 
function gives me too much distraction from the interesting part. 
At our client's project we preferred to use an implicit conversion to 
easily concatenate normal strings with Fragments:
implicit def stringToConst(str: String) = const(str)

def selectCountriesFrom(table: String, limit: Long) = 
(
  """SELECT code, name, surfacearea, indepyear
     FROM $table""" ++ fr"""
     LIMIT $limit"""
).query[Country]

Of course this should be used with care, because you don't want to 
accidentily run into SQL injection problems here!

Beware!
So far I have shown you the cool stuff how doobie can be helpful. 
The conciseness and ease of mapping that doobie provides comes 
with a downside of which you should be aware. Since doobie only 
checks that the types match and there is no explicit mapping from 
a named field in your case class to a column name in the table, it is 
important to order the fields that you query exactly like the order in 
your case class (or vice versa). For example, if I have:
case class Foo(a: String, b: String)
val query = sql"SELECT b, a FROM Foo").query[Foo]

The query compiles, the types add up, but the result won't be like 
what you probably intented. Some additional unit tests to check the 
contents of your results is therefore advisable! 

Conclusion
I have found the use of doobie very easy, resulting in concise and 
clear code. It is a welcome addition in my toolset as a data and 
software engineer. By using doobie at our client's project we:
•   reduced the lines of custom code to be maintained by ± 50%!
•  fixed a lot of (potential) bugs due to mismatches in types between 

the database and our Scala case classes.
•   made it easy to provide asynchronous, hopefully non-blocking I/O 

(this is still dependent on the implementation of the JDBC driver!)

The code examples in this blogpost are (loosely) taken from a 
complete example project that I created and made available here. 
Feel free to clone it and browse around. There is also extensive 
documentation to be found about doobie in the book of doobie.

https://github.com/godatadriven/doobie-monix-jdbc-example
http://tpolecat.github.io/doobie/docs/01-Introduction.html
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Quby, the creator of smart thermostat and in-home data service platform Toon, has the 
ambition to contribute to reducing the amount of energy that hundreds of thousands of 
households unknowingly waste. They believe that smart data-driven solutions are the key 
to reach this goal. That’s why Quby chose to start working together with Amsterdam-based 
data science consultancy firm GoDataDriven on the introduction of smart data-driven 
solutions.

GoDataDriven was incremental in the acceleration of this pivotal process by taking the 
lead in the development of production-ready data products, introducing a data science 
workflow, and sharing knowledge, both on the job and through intensive training programs.
The installation of Toon has been shown to lead to 10% savings on household energy bills, 
while the recently introduced Waste checker has already shown its potential to drastically 
increase those savings even further.

“GoDataDriven’s team is very experienced in 
developing scalable, robust, and tested data 
products that can be taken into producti-
on easily. By working closely together and 
building on this experience we were able to 
achieve our goals significantly faster.”
Stephen Galsworthy, head of data science at Quby 

Case Study:  
Quby working towards 
less energy waste  
by developing  
production-ready  
and scalable data  
applications
From Appliance to Applied Data Science. “GoDataDriven’s team  
is very experienced in developing scalable, robust, and tested  
data products that can be taken into production easily”.
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Becoming Data-Driven:  
The First Steps
When Quby decided to become a 
data-driven organization, they realized that 
the first step was to ensure data quality and 
to make data available for a small group of 
consenting users. Quby changed the way 
that data was stored: from locally inside 
the smart thermostat itself to centrally in a 
Hadoop cluster.

Privacy
Customer privacy is very important to 
Quby. Users of the Waste checker service 
give permission to collect their data and 
already in a very early stage, Quby made 
sure to be GDPR-compliant.

Quby’s data science team collects the data 
of individual users without knowing their 
identity. The Toon device locally generates 
a key for the collected data to identify the 
data as coming from a unique source.  
The end users maintain control over this 
key at all times since it is stored in their 
Toon. Quby can only use identifiable data 
when a user consents to it by opting in for  
a specific service.

Centralizing Data in Hadoop
The initial data science team, consisting 
of data scientists employed by Quby, 
complemented by data engineers and 
data scientists from GoDataDriven, 
operationalized this Hadoop cluster by 
installing data science tools, like Spark, 
Jupyter hub and Python notebooks. 
Furthermore, GoDataDriven set-up the data 
science workflow that enabled all team 
members to work together on the same 
re-usable code.

For Stephen Galsworthy, working 
with GoDataDriven to accelerate the 
development of data-driven solutions  
was a logical move: “GoDataDriven  
gave us the extra rocket boost we  
needed to get to the next level quickly.  
Their integrated approach of knowledge 
sharing provided real added value as it 
allowed the organization to absorb lots of 
information”.

Data Science Accelerator
Besides collaborating with Quby’s team on 
a daily basis, GoDataDriven’s ten-day Data 
Science Accelerator Program was also an 
important element in establishing a true 
data science culture within Quby.

Support from the Organization
As the success of the smart applications 
largely depends on the organizational 
support, the data science team focused on 
developing working models and proof of 
concepts and progress was presented to 
the rest of the organization regularly.  
“From the start, many of our colleagues 
were enthusiastic. As the products 
advanced, we noticed that more and 
more people from the Quby organization 
became convinced of the potential of smart 
applications to reach the organizational 
goals”, said Galsworthy.

Developing the Waste checker
One of the core products of Quby is the 
Waste checker. This service provides an 
insight in gas and electricity consumption 
on a household level, per applicance or 
type of behavior.

Developing White Good Use Cases
To start recognizing the specific 
consumption profile of appliances, Quby 
developed electricity disaggregation 
algorithms that turn energy meter signals 
into patterns of individual appliances.

Recognizing the unique profile  
of specific appliances
“By disaggregating signals, it becomes 
possible to distinguish a kettle from a 
washing machine. We use this insight to 
determine the energy efficiency of an 
appliance by comparing its consumption 
with other appliances in the same 
category”, explains Galsworthy.

The first minimum viable products focused 
on four white good products: tumble dryer, 
dishwasher, washing machine, and fridge. 
Since early 2018, ten use cases have been 
taken in production

Expanding Applications
Besides electricity disaggregation 
algorithms, Quby also started developing 
models for gas disaggregation.  
These models not only process data 
from the boiler to recognize individual 
appliances that are used for heating, 
cooking, and heating of water, but can also 
be used to determine how well a house is 
insulated or even the impact on energy 
consumption of certain consumer habits.

From Proof of Concept to 
Production
In the spring of 2017, when Quby tested 
their latest Python app with a group of 
five hundred users, they set the goal to 
have a production-ready version available 
by autumn. To speed up this process, 
Quby decided to convert the algorithms 
from Python and PySpark to run using 
Spark in Scala. Although Quby kept using 
Python for prototyping and plotting, 
Scala had become the go-to language to 
productionize applications. Tim van Cann, 
data engineer at GoDataDriven, helped 
Quby’s R&D team build up their Scala skills. 
“Quby has highly motivated data scientists 
and engineers who are all eager to learn 
and not afraid to step outside their comfort 
zone. 

This attitude has created a very productive 
and open environment where people work 
on valuable services as a team.”

To minimize the engineering efforts, 
Quby switched to Databricks to manage 
their data. “The things we liked most 
about Databricks were the Notebook 
functionality, the availability of Hive, 
scheduling features, and the ability to 
deliver data science services, all from 
one environment, without the need for 
additional full-time data engineers”, 
explains Galsworthy. Also, Quby and 
GoDataDriven started creating libraries  
and stand-alone functions to make the  
process of algorithm development more 
efficient.
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Scaling up
Quby moved through several minimum 
viable products with a handful of users  
and a simple web app that used green 
 ticks or red exclamation marks as energy 
efficiency indicators. While features got 
added, the number of users expanded from 
500 to over 300,000 as well.

Although scalable infrastructure was in 
place and the team had matured, going 
from an MVP for 50 users to an app with 
data-intensive features for 300,000 
users is a challenging task. “You should 
not underestimate the steps to go from 
thousands to hundreds of thousands of 
users. We learned a lot during the journey 
and in every stage, we needed to decide on 
the right technology and process. All of this 
requires a totally different mindset. We are 
very pleased that we have been able to  
work with GoDataDriven to guide us along 
the way”, said Galsworthy. ■

Author Rodrigo Agundez

The common practice to update 
recommended items is to have the 
recommendation system re-score the 
available items every period of time T. 
This means that for a whole period T, 
the end-user faces the same content in 
the application's entry screen. In today's 
high pace user experience if T is even a 
few hours, let alone a day, the user can 
get bored of the same content displayed 
every time it opens the application during 
the period T. There can be many ways this 
scenario can happen but imagine the user 
opens the application and doesn't like the 
recommended items and is too lazy or busy 
to scroll or search for something else.  

Elitist shuffle for  
recommendation  
systems
In today's high pace user experience it is expected that  
new recommended items appear every time the user opens 
the application, but what to do if your recommendation  
system runs every hour or every day? I give a solution that  
you can plug & play without having to re-engineer your  
recommendation system.

If the user opens the application again 
some minutes later to find exactly the same 
content as before this might have a big 
(negative) impact on the retention for this 
user.

An obvious solution to this problem is to 
shuffle the content in such a way that it 
remains relevant to the user while new 
content appears on the screen each time 
the user re-opens the application.

Below there are two screen shots from my 
YouTube account a couple of seconds apart 
with no interaction, just clicking the refresh 
button. We can notice several things:
•   Content is still relevant.
•   Content is not the same.
•   Some content has changed position.
•   Some new content has appeared.

1  Some other user similar to me might have done 
some actions that affect my recommendations, 
or simply not clicking on the items affects my own 
recommendations.
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This can be because YouTube re-scores items in a very short time T 
or runs an online algorithm.1 What can you do to achieve something 
similar if your recommendation system has a T in the order of 
hours?
In this blog post, I propose a simple solution based on a 
non-uniform shuffling algorithm that you can basically plug & play 
or build on top off.

Example scenario
Suppose you have 10,000 items in total that can be recommended 
to your user, you run the recommendation system over all the items 
and those 10,000 items get ranked in order of relevance of the 
content.2

The application shows 5 items on the entry screen. The first time 
the user opens the application after the re-scoring process the top 
5 ranked items are shown. It is decided that from now on (based on 
user control groups, investigation, AB testing, etc.) until the next 
re-scoring process the entry screen should not be the same every 
time and remain relevant for the user.
Based on an investigation from the data scientist it turns out that 
somewhat relevant items appear until item 100.3 Then the idea is to 
somehow shuffle those 100 items such that the top 5 items shown 
are still relevant but not the same.
In order for the figures of this blog post to be more readable and 
understandable, I'll use a hypothetical threshold of 20 items and 
not 100.

Fisher–Yates shuffle / uniform
Shuffling in Python is a very common action and can be done using 
the random module which contains the shuffle function.

››› print(inspect.getsource(random.shuffle))

def shuffle(self, x, random=None):

    """Shuffle list x in place, and return None.

     Optional argument random is a 0-argument function 

returning a random float in [0.0, 1.0); if it is the 

default None, the standard random.random will be used.

    """

    if random is None:

        randbelow = self._randbelow

        for i in reversed(range(1, len(x))):

             # pick an element in x[:i+1] with which to 

exchange x[i]

            j = randbelow(i+1)

            x[i], x[j] = x[j], x[i]

    else:

        _int = int

        for i in reversed(range(1, len(x))):

             # pick an element in x[:i+1] with which to 

exchange x[i]

            j = _int(random() * (i+1))

            x[i], x[j] = x[j], x[i]

This shuffle method uses the optimized Fisher–Yates algorithm 
introduced by Richard Durstenfield in 1964 which reduced the 
running time from O(n2) to O(n). By default the algorithm produces 
a uniform shuffle of an array in which every permutation is equally 
likely. This means that an item has equal probability to end up in 
any position.4 Below you can find an animation of the results of the 
random.shuffle default algorithm. I show the initial position of an 
item in red and the expected probability distribution of landing in 
any position after 5000 shuffling simulations.

This type of shuffle is not beneficial for our purpose as there is the 
same probability of the least recommended item to appear on top 
than any other, this is definitely not the way to go since we can end 
up with very poor recommendations on top.

Fisher–Yates shuffle / non-uniform
Notice that the shuffle function shown above has the parameter 
random which is described in the docstring as follows:
def shuffle(self, x, random=None):

    """Shuffle list x in place, and return None.

     Optional argument random is a 0-argument function 

returning a random float in [0.0, 1.0); if it is the 

default None, the standard random.random will be 

used.

    """

If you try to understand the Fisher-Yates algorithm and then look 
at the source code, you notice that the random parameter affects 
the location where intermediate swaps will happen and that the 
effect of a non-uniform random distribution parameter is quite 
difficult to predict. It kept my mind busy for some hours.

I tried different functions to pass to the random parameter but 
they all behaved strange and unexpected in one way or another, for 
example let's try a ẞ distribution such that the first draws are very 
likely to be swapped with elements at the end (higher probability 
near 1.0).5

2 There can be an exploration-exploitation step after.
3  It can also be a dynamic threshold based on the scores from the recommendation system.
4  This algorithm is also used by numpy.
5  This is what we want since the algorithm first swaps elements from the end (look at reversed in line 303. 

https://github.com/python/cpython/blob/master/Lib/random.py#L286
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher–Yates_shuffle
https://github.com/numpy/numpy/blob/d7d5cb3feccc1fc6cf57159e8b9fe0a733968706/numpy/random/mtrand/mtrand.pyx#L4778
https://eli.thegreenplace.net/2010/05/28/the-intuition-behind-fisher-yates-shuffling/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beta_distribution
https://github.com/numpy/numpy/blob/master/numpy/random/mtrand/mtrand.pyx#L4852
https://github.com/python/cpython/blob/master/Lib/random.py#L303
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The simulation below uses the ẞ-distribution as the random 
parameter. This approach does allocate higher probabilities 
towards higher positions for higher initially ranked items, but 
the distribution is highly non-symmetrical and very different for 
different initial positions. I find it surprising that at some point 
the initial position does not have the maximum probability.6 
Also, I find it very hard to explain the relation between the given 
ẞ-distribution and the resulting probability distribution. I played 
with the parameters and other distributions but still noticed strange 
behavior. This will make it quite difficult to explain the expected 
impact on the recommended items to the user.

Elitist shuffle
This is actually a simple approach, I shuffle the items by choosing 
items with a weighted probability (this is the same as sampling from 
a multinomial distribution without replacement). I won't go into the 
details but the function numpy.random.choice with the parameter 
replace=False does what we want, it is just a matter of choosing 
the appropriate weight probabilities. In this case I choose to set 
the weights by transforming the reverse position as np.linspace(1, 
0, num=len(items), endpoint=False).7 Then I introduce a parameter 
called inequality as a knob to tune the weight probability difference 
between positions.

››› print(inspect.getsource(elitist_shuffle))

def elitist_shuffle(items, inequality):

    """Shuffle array with bias over initial ranks

     A higher ranked content has a higher probability to end 

up higher ranked after the shuffle than an initially 

lower ranked one.

    Args:

         items (numpy.array): Items to be shuffled inequality 

(int/float): how biased you want the shuffle to be.

             A higher value will yield a lower probabilty of 

a higher initially ranked item to end up in a 

lower ranked position in the sequence.

    """

    weights = np.power(

        np.linspace(1, 0, num=len(items), endpoint=False),

        inequality

    )

    weights = weights / np.linalg.norm(weights, ord=1)

     return np.random.choice(items, size=len(items), 

replace=False, p=weights)

As the simulation below shows, this approach gives a clearer 
picture of what's going on and it let us tune the algorithm using 
the inequality parameter according to the requirements of our 
application. This is an animation based on 5000 simulations with 
inequality=10.

From the animation we notice:
•   The maximum probability remains on the initial position.
•   Probability decays monotonically with the distance from the 

initial position.
•   The distribution is non-symmetrical but smoother than the 

previous example.
•   Higher ranked items have a higher chance of being moved from 

their initial position.

A big win is that the inequality parameter has a direct 
understandable impact on the resulting distributions, want higher 
items to be more probable to remain on top? Increase inequality.  
In addition, the behavior translates into the desired functionality:
•    Top content would still be relevant after shuffle.
•   Content is not the same.
•   Some content has changed position.
•   Some new content has appeared.

Drawback
The elitist_shuffle function is much slower than np.random.shuffle, 
but still fast for a common application. Coming back to the example 
scenario where the items to shuffle are 100, the elitist_shuffle 
function takes around 1.8ms.

If this is too slow for you I would recommend to first try numba 
with the no_python parameter enabled and then if necessary try a 
Cython implementation. 

Adiós
•   As final remarks, I advise you to:
•   First, discuss with your team if you need a feature like this.  

There are applications where the user might be expecting to find 
the same items it saw last time. Perhaps trigger this behavior if 
more than x seconds have passed.

•   Add the recommendation system scores to the calculation of the 
weight probabilities. This could just be setting the weights to  
the scores before the exponentiation and l1 normalization ;-).

As always I'm happy to discuss and answer any questions, just ping 
me on twitter @rragundez.

You can find the code here.
6  It is not a matter of increasing the number of simulations. I did that and found the 

same behavior. 
7  You might be tempted to use np.arange(len(items), 0, step=-1) which is not 

numerically robust for a big inequality parameter. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinomial_distribution
https://numba.pydata.org
http://cython.org
https://twitter.com/rragundez
https://github.com/rragundez/elitist-shuffle
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One thing I've introduced at GoDataDriven to help, especially newcomers, is to use 
Basecamp to stay up to date about what other colleagues — which are often working at 
different clients, in a pseudo-distributed fashion — are doing.

This includes frustration, successes, and mistakes. People often react in the comment 
section, or clap for an update. But everyone, or almost everyone, reads what's going on.

Often we also write about our personal vicissitudes, such as what's going on with my latest 
son and his illness.

You might read the above, together with the Basecamp post where they describe why 
they've introduced Daily Updates, and you think what a colossal waste of time all is.

As a nerd, I've always thought that small talk at my work is a frivolous occupation at best and 
a total waste of time at worst. Hence I never did much of it. There was real work that needed 
to be done.

What has changed that I introduced a tool where you can basically do small talk but in 
written form (i.e. even more time consuming)? The whole point is: how easy is it for your 
company to buy what this gets you? Can you buy a cohesive team? Is a team event, once or 
twice a year, enough?

The feeling of connectedness, the fact we are all human beings struggling with life, is a 
tremendous help because it fosters relatedness, the sense of people as individuals and not just 
anonymous cogs.

If you are friendly with each other — and you really mean it — chances are that you'll be 
happier as well. I don't need to tell you that a non-happy workplace is not a place you can 
easily get work done.

If it's safe, you are more likely to question decisions from your peers, or your boss, because 
you both know that bad decisions are bad for the team and there's nothing personal when 
giving feedback if you're feeling safe. You give feedback because it's good for the team, and 
you calmly receive feedback because... it's good for the team!

And, as painful as it might initially be to have your decision tanked by rightful criticism,  
it's much better thank to have reality tank it once it's too late to fix it!

Making it safe is key for better teams. ■

If you're missing it in your current workplace, I suggest you start looking for ways to begin.  
Or come work for us, we're hiring!

One of the sections struck a cord with 
me, the one talking about Team Cohesion. 
Camille writes.2

Most gelled teams have a sense of camarade-
rie that makes them joke together [...] and feel 
friendly toward one another. They may have 
obligations they respect, and passions outside 
of work, but they don't view their team as 
something they're eager to escape every day.

I immediately thought: This is what 
GoDataDriven looks like! I am a father 
of five, so my obligations and passions 
outside of work are numerous, however I 
really enjoy the company of my colleagues. 
And this is true, for what I know, for 
everyone working here. But why is this 
important? Camille continues:

The real goal here is psychological safety [...] a 
team whose members are willing to take risks 
and make mistakes in front of one another. 
This is the underpinning of a successful team.

Author Giovanni Lanzani

Make it Safe
These days I'm reading The Manager's Path by Camille Fournier. Camille,  
a deeply technical person1, did the engineer -> tech lead -> engineering manager  
-> CTO transition some time ago.

1  You know that once someone is involved in projects 
such as Apache Zookeeper, the butter to distributed 
systems.

2  All the quotes here are from her book, go get it!
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